Efforts to model sunspots based on helioseismic signatures need to discriminate between the effects of (1) a strong magnetic field that introduces time-irreversible, vantage-dependent phase shifts, apparently connected to fast-and slow-mode coupling and wave absorption and (2) a thermal anomaly that includes cool gas extending an indefinite depth beneath the photosphere. Helioseismic observations of sunspots show travel times considerably reduced with respect to equivalent quiet-Sun signatures. Simulations by Moradi & Cally of waves skipping across sunspots with photospheric magnetic fields of order 3 kG show travel times that respond strongly to the magnetic field and relatively weakly to the thermal anomaly by itself. We note that waves propagating vertically in a vertical magnetic field are relatively insensitive to the magnetic field, while remaining highly responsive to the attendant thermal anomaly. Travel-time measurements for waves with large skip distances into the centers of axially symmetric sunspots are therefore a crucial resource for discrimination of the thermal anomaly beneath sunspot umbrae from the magnetic anomaly. One-dimensional models of sunspot umbrae based on compressible-radiative-magneticconvective simulations such as by Rempel et al. can be fashioned to fit observed helioseismic travel-time spectra in the centers of sunspot umbrae. These models are based on cooling of the upper 2-4 Mm of the umbral subphotosphere with no significant anomaly beneath 4.5 Mm. The travel-time reductions characteristic of these models are primarily a consequence of a Wilson depression resulting from a strong downward buoyancy of the cooled umbral medium.
INTRODUCTION
Since the advent of the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO), considerable attention has been given to the modeling of active regions based on their helioseismic signatures. Duvall et al. (1996) and D 'Sliva et al. (1996) described forward modeling of sound-speed anomalies and flows beneath magnetic regions based on maps of "travel times" inferred from local seismic signatures. Kosovichev (1996) , Kosovichev et al. (2000) , Jensen et al. (1998) , and Zhao & Kosovichev (2003) developed inversion techniques for sound-speed anomalies and flows based on travel-time maps, relying on the ray approximation and the Born approximation. Wave mechanical extensions of these techniques that circumvent the ray approximation were developed by Jensen et al. (2003a Jensen et al. ( , 2003b and Couvidat et al. (2004 Couvidat et al. ( , 2005 Couvidat et al. ( , 2006 . Lindsey & Braun (2005a , 2005b , Schunker et al. (2005) , Korzennik (2006) , Braun & Birch (2006) , Gizon et al. (2006) , and Hanasoge et al. (2008) have argued that travel-time perturbations widely attributed to anomalies up to 10 Mm beneath active-region photospheres are largely the result of much shallower magnetoseismic anomalies, within a few hundred km of the photosphere. More recent efforts to understand helioseismic signatures in active-region photospheres have concentrated on magnetoseismic simulations applied to models of magnetic regions, sunspots in particular (Cameron et al. 2008; Gordovskyy & Jain 2008; Moradi & Cally 2008; Cally 2009 ). These exercises hold great promise for modeling of relatively shallow magnetic subphotospheres, i.e., the upper few hundred km beneath the photosphere in which the Born approximation is unsatisfactory.
Another major recent development is the advent of realistic dynamical simulations of sunspots by Rempel et al. (2009a Rempel et al. ( , 2009b . These include fully compressible-radiative magnetohydrodynamics (MHDs), a realistic equation of state, including partial ionization, and three-dimensional radiative transfer in 24 directions. These are the first simulations of sunspots on spatial scales and extents that can realistically represent radiative energy transport in the magnetoconvective environments of sunspots. We can apply standard seismic diagnostics to simulations such as these and compare the results with diagnostics applied to helioseismic observations of active regions.
While the terminology may vary from one author to another, it is common in local helioseismology to express the local object of interest in terms of a physical departure in some respect of its medium from that of a nominal medium, which usually represents the quiet Sun. We will proceed under this perspective, characterizing the departure from the nominal medium as an anomaly. In the context of magnetohelioseismology, magnetic regions can be characterized in terms of (1) a magnetic anomaly, approximating the quiet Sun as nonmagnetic, and (2) a thermal anomaly occupying the same region. This raises the problem of how magnetoseismic diagnostics can be devised to discriminate between the magnetic and thermal anomalies. This is easier in a model than in reality, since either can be removed from the model to present the other by itself, in principle. Moradi & Cally (2008) have applied this exercise for relatively high-l waves skipping horizontally across sunspot models with photospheric magnetic fields of order 3 kG. These models show travel times that respond strongly to the magnetic field and relatively weakly to the thermal anomaly by itself (see also Cameron et al. 2008) .
In this study, we propose to develop relatively low-l waves as an important resource with which to address the problem of thermal from magnetic discrimination. This proposition is greatly facilitated by the principle that sufficiently low-l acoustics can be accurately represented by vertically propagating waves, greatly simplifying the computational task, under appropriate conditions. We further note that the magnetic field, B, in an axisymmetric flux tube is vertical along the axis, and nearly so in the general neighborhood of the axis. We finally note, with appropriate qualifications, that waves propagating vertically in a vertical magnetic field are insensitive to the magnetic field to a good approximation, while being normally sensitive to an attendant thermal anomaly. By appropriate conditions, we mean sunspots whose characteristic horizontal scales are large compared to the characteristic vertical scales that describe the anomaly. How good the foregoing approximation is for actual sunspots is the subject of a separate study.
In the perspective of the ray approximation, low-l waves are those with relatively large skip distances. Hence, waves impinging into the centers of axially symmetric sunspots from relatively large horizontal distances in a single skip are an important resource for discrimination of the thermal anomaly beneath sunspot umbrae. This is the object of the local ingression control correlation, C LC− , in the context of seismic holography in the subjacent-vantage , 2005a when applied with sufficiently extended pupils in the surrounding quiet Sun.
A comparative study of axisymmetric sunspots and models thereof stands to benefit from the following additional conveniences:
1. Axisymmetric flux tubes are force free along their axes. 4 In the absence of rapid flows, this secures that the medium along the axis can be accurately modeled in simple gravitational-hydrostatic equilibrium (GHSE) without the complication of Lorentz forces. 2. Under this perspective, the Wilson depression can be regarded simply as a result of a cooling of the umbral medium (as opposed to displacement of the medium by magnetic pressure). Cooling of the medium in the sunspot umbra reduces its density e-folding depth,
where z expresses the depth at which the density is ρ. The result is a settling of the cooled gas into a thinner layer, with a photosphere depressed accordingly.
This study is organized into three parts.
1. An examination of helioseismic signatures in nearly circular sunspots that we propose to represent signatures of nearly vertically propagating waves from the underlying solar interior; 2. The formulation of one-dimensional sunspot models consistent with fully compressible-radiativemagnetoconvective simulations of sunspots; and 3. The application of acoustic simulations to the foregoing models. 4 The flux tubes simulated by Rempel et al. (2009a Rempel et al. ( , 2009b are essentially untwisted. However, the force-free condition along the axis of the flux tube applies irrespective of whether the flux tube is twisted. Axisymmetry requires that the magnetic field, B, be directly vertical along the axis of symmetry, also vertical, whereby the magnetic force density,
must be perpendicular to B, hence horizontal. However, any but a null horizontal f M at any depth would attach a directional character to the configuration contrary to axisymmetry; hence, f M must be altogether null on the axis.
We will show that the results are generally consistent with an interpretation of sunspot umbrae in terms of a depth-dependent Wilson depression of the medium above ∼4 Mm beneath the umbral photosphere. This can be regarded as broadly consistent with an "acoustic-showerglass" representation of active regions (Lindsey & Braun 2005a , 2005b , i.e., one in which the significant magneto-acoustic interaction with the anomaly is within a relatively thin layer compared with characteristic horizontal scales. We will begin with the observational side of the study, a description of seismic signatures in the umbrae of nearly circular sunspots.
THE UMBRAL ACOUSTIC ANOMALY IN AXISYMMETRIC SUNSPOTS
The most realistic facsimile to axisymmetric sunspots in the Sun itself would have to be among those that are monopolar and whose photospheric morphologies are as nearly circular as possible. Fortunately, there are a fair number of these in periods of moderate-to-high solar activity. The object is to implement seismic diagnostics of these that represent as closely as possible the response of these sunspots to waves incident into them from beneath at angles as close as practical to vertical. As far as we presently know, the acoustic spectrum is roughly isotropic (Libbrecht et al. 1986 ). This imposes that prohibitively little of the acoustic power incident upward into the center of a sunspot umbra from below can be exactly vertical. The smaller the angle, θ , of incidence, inside of which acoustic waves are admitted by the diagnostic, the poorer the resulting statistics. In this study, we consider waves with incidences, θ , in the range 9
• -20
• , at the photosphere in the ray approximation, noting that cos 20
• ∼ 0.94, hence the vertical component of the wave vector approaching the photosphere is close to that for directly vertical incidence, for which the cosine is unity.
The Seismic Diagnostics
The diagnostic applied to sunspots in this study is "subjacentvantage seismic holography," the basic principles of which we will review here, referring to wave diagrams shown in Figure 1 . We will first review the use of seismic holography to image compact acoustic sources from ripples that appear on the Sun's surface when acoustic radiation from the source arrives at the surface. Whether the vantage is superjacent (Figure 1(a) ) or subjacent (Figure 1(b) ), the computation extrapolates a significant component of the acoustic field coherently back in time to the "focus" (R), from the surface disturbance, representing it as the "coherent acoustic egression." In the case of superjacent geometry, the surface signature represents acoustic radiation emanating upward from a submerged focus, Figure 1 (a), to arrive into an overlying "pupil" for that focus. The pupil for subjacent geometry (Figure 1(a) ) is the recipient of acoustic radiation initially emanating downward and refracted back to the surface in a somewhat more distant pupil, such as might surround the focus. Subjacent seismic holography allows the focus to be at the Sun's surface, in which case the acoustic egression can be directly compared with the acoustic field at the focus.
The time reverse of the coherent acoustic egression is the "coherent acoustic ingression." It extrapolates the acoustic field forward in time to when disturbances in the pupil will arrive at the focus.
The "egression control correlation," i.e., the correlation between the egression and the local acoustic field at the focus, ) ). Superjacent-vantage holography (a) is focused on a submerged source, R, from an overlying pupil, P. Subjacent-vantage holography (b) is focused on a surface source from a displaced, or surrounding pupil. Subjacent-vantage holography allows us to directly compare the holographic signature at the surface focal point with the local acoustic signature. The correlation between a holographic signature for a given focal point and the local acoustic signature at that focus is called a local control correlation. If the computation is focused on waves emanating from the focal point, as indicated by the arrows in both panels, the correlation is called the "local egression control correlation." For the time reverse, i.e., waves converging into the focal point, the correlation is called the "local ingression control correlation." If waves converging into the focal point pass through a thin acoustic anomaly, the local ingressioncontrol correlation tells us the effect of the anomaly on the photospheric acoustic signature of these waves.
is sensitive to how an anomaly in the neighborhood of the focus reflects and scatters waves from elsewhere and how those waves are registered in the anomaly. It is likewise sensitive to how waves are generated in the neighborhood of the focus and how wave generation registers in the neighborhood of the focus. The "ingression control correlation," by comparison, is diagnostic of the response of the neighborhood of the focus to waves impinging into it from elsewhere. This is necessarily insensitive to how waves are being produced in the neighborhood of the focus, supposing that wave generation at the focus is statistically independent of acoustic radiation arriving from afar and can affect the acoustic field in the pupil only after it is generated, not before. This makes the ingression control correlation an attractive diagnostic of the response of the medium in the neighborhood of the focus to waves impinging into it from afar. Figure 2 shows maps of the phase of the local ingression control correlation for two nearly circular sunspots, NOAA AR9902 and AR 9905, by the Michelson-Doppler Imager (MDI) aboard SOHO in the time frame 2004 April 11-13, within a day or two of their passage through the solar meridian as viewed by the spacecraft. These maps were made with an annular pupil with radial range of 16.5-48.0 Mm. This pupil lies securely outside of the sunspot penumbra in the relatively quiet Sun when the focus of the computation is in the sunspot umbra. The correlation phase maps tend to show a distinctive bull's-eye pattern centered on the sunspot. This behavior is rather distinctive, generally seen only in nearly circular sunspots. The magneto-acoustics underlying this behavior are not presently understood, and this is the subject of the forthcoming study, mentioned in the Summary. The ring-like signature surrounding the center of the bull's-eye can be recognized as the familiar "penumbral acoustic anomaly" described by Lindsey & Braun (2005a) and studied at length by Schunker et al. (2005) , who propose that this is largely the signature of coupling between fast and slow magneto-acoustic modes in the penumbral subphotosphere and photosphere. Maps of the phase, φ − , of the local ingression control correlation, C LC− , for two nearly circular sunspots over several consecutive days. Top row shows φ − for seismic ingressions in the 3.5-4.5 mHz spectrum computed over an annular pupil whose radial range is 16.5-48.0 Mm centered on the focus. Middle row shows concurrent, cospatial MDI continuum-intensity maps. Bottom row shows concurrent, cospatial line-of-sight MDI magnetograms. The phase maps generally show a ring-like phase enhancement in φ − marking the penumbra of the sunspot. Inside of this "penumbral phase anomaly" is a significant umbral signature that tends to be accentuated toward the center, suggesting somewhat of a bull's eye. Relatively little attention has been paid to ingression control correlations in circular sunspot umbrae, the centers of which we propose are relatively free of magnetic influences. We will recognize a physical anomaly that supposedly gives rise to the distinctive control-correlation signature at the centers of nearly circular sunspots by the term "center-umbral acoustic anomaly."
Ingression Control-correlation Maps of Sunspots
The spectrum of the center-umbral control-correlation signature follows a pattern similar to that seen in active regions in general, whether ingression control correlations, egression control correlations, or egression-ingression correlations (Lindsey & Braun 2005a; Braun & Birch 2006) . These invariably diminish rapidly with decreasing acoustic frequency. This is seen in Figure 3 , in the case of the ingression control-correlation phase in 1 mHz passbands from 2 to 5 mHz. Lindsey & Braun (2005a) and Braun & Birch (2006) noted this strong trend for activeregion seismic signatures in general. Braun & Birch (2006) and Birch et al. (2009) developed the argument that this is characteristic of a relatively superficial anomaly, the latter finding that the travel-time spectrum of an anomaly that extends ∼10 Mm beneath the photosphere is nearly constant. In this, it has to be understood that, while such an anomaly contains a magnetic flux tube that probably extends many Mm beneath the photosphere, the interaction of acoustic waves with such a flux tube, whether with the magnetic field or with a perturbation in the gas modulus and/or density in the flux tube, is dominated by that within a few hundred km of the photosphere. This acoustic superficiality will be seen to be characteristic of fully compressible-radiative magneto-acoustic simulations of sunspots described in the next section.
A PLANE-PARALLEL MODEL OF SUNSPOT UMBRAE
We now proceed toward a formulation of plane parallel, i.e., one-dimensional, models to represent (1) the quiet Sun and (2) the sunspot in the neighborhood of the center of the umbra. For physical perspective into this problem, we first refer to the three-dimensional sunspot simulation of Rempel et al. (2009a) . This simulation had very high resolution, 32 km horizontal and 16 km in depth, to focus on details of the sunspot penumbra. These computations could not be run for a very extended period of time. Hence, for this study, we have examined a lower-resolution three-dimensional simulation, 96 km horizontal and 32 km vertical, representing a 10 22 Maxwell sunspot. We will call this the "LRRMC simulations," i.e., Low-Resolution Radiative-Magnetic-Convective simulation. The LRRMC simulations applied the same computational algorithms as Rempel et al. (2009a) , i.e., the MuRAM code (see Vögler et al. 2005) , to a 10 22 Maxwell sunspot in a domain 49 Mm wide and 8 Mm deep for a time period equivalent to of ∼26 hr in evolution of the sunspot. Due to the much lower resolution this sunspot does not develop a penumbra, and magnetoconvective energy transport in the umbra is only marginally resolved. Since it is not yet feasible to simulate a well-evolved sunspot in high resolution, we base this investigation on the low-resolution simulation and discuss potential shortcomings and room for improvement later. For this study, we focus our attention on the magnetic and thermal parameters of the simulations over the 2 hr period from 24 to 26 hr after the beginning of the simulation. We will refer to this as the "LRRMC-25 simulation," considering it a representation of the sunspot at age ∼25 hr. At length, we will derive a one-dimensional thermal model from the LRRMC-25 simulation, which we will call the "LRRMC-25 model." Figure 4 shows a representation of the magnetic field in a vertical plane of the LRRMC-25 simulation. The light blue curves show selected magnetic streamlines projected perpendicularly onto the plane of the cut. The heavy blue curve just beneath the top boundary represents the level at which the optical depth, τ R , in terms of the Rosseland-mean opacity is unity for the medium averaged over azimuth. This occurs where the column mass density, m, is ∼3.0 g cm −2 in the quiet Sun and ∼6.0 g cm
Magnetic Structure
in the sunspot umbra. The red curve marks the surface along which the ratio,
of gas pressure, p, to magnetic pressure, B 2 /(8π ), similarly averaged over azimuth, is unity. Since β differs from the squared ratio of the sound and Alfvén speeds by only the factor 2/γ ≈ 1.2, the surface on which β is unity marks the general neighborhood in which the Alfvén and sound speeds are approximately equal. This represents the layer of optimal MHD coupling between slow and fast magneto-acoustic modes (Cally 2000 (Cally , 2009 . Figure 5 shows plots of quiet-and umbral-temperature statistics in the LRRMC-25 simulation, both as functions of depth, z. The green curve represents the thermal profile in the quiet Sun, derived by averaging the temperature in the medium beyond 20 Mm from the center axis of the sunspot. The blue curve represents the same in the sunspot umbra, within a radius of 3 Mm of the center axis of the sunspot. The gas pressure, p, at the top of both of the profiles plotted in Figure 5 is 2 × 10 3 dyne cm −2 . This corresponds to the low chromospheres in quiet-Sun models such as those of Vernazza et al. (1981) , Fontenla et al. (1991 Fontenla et al. ( , 1993 , and Avrett et al. (1994) . The vertical green line shows the depth at which the column mass density,
Thermal Structure
is 3 g cm −2 in the quiet Sun, at which the Rosseland-mean optical depth, τ R , is unity. This occurs in the sunspot umbra where m = 6 g cm −2 , indicated by the vertical blue line.
We note that the LRRMC simulations show a temperaturegradient reversal in the low chromosphere of the quiet Sun beginning at ∼300 km that is uncharacteristic of models such as Vernazza et al. (1981) , Fontenla et al. (1991 Fontenla et al. ( , 1993 , and Avrett et al. (1994) . The latter show a temperature reversal above 600 km attributed to heating in magnetic-flux elements balanced by radiative losses. Neither the heating nor radiative losses are realistically represented in the low chromospheres of the LRRMC simulations. In the case of the heating the dynamics remain to be sufficiently understood; and in the case of the radiative losses undue computational labor would be required to represent a tenuous region that can exert very little influence on the massive volume of convective gas underlying it.
Where GHSE is accurate and the composition of the medium is known, either model can be characterized by the temperature as a function of column mass density. Figure 6 shows the temperature profiles of Figure 5 plotted against gas pressure, p, for this purpose. As in Figure 5 , the green and blue curves express the quiet-and umbral-temperature profiles, with the respective vertical lines indicating the photospheres, which in this representation are different only because of the reduced opacity in the umbral medium. At this point, the photosphere and heated quiet chromosphere apparent in Figure 5 have been replaced with a smooth fit to the photospheric temperature gradient of Vernazza et al. (1981) .
A further convenience for modeling based on the profiles in Figure 6 derives from a constant gravity, g, in the simulations, in that the relationship between m and the gas pressure, p, is simply
Hence, the top horizontal axis of Figure 6 expresses column mass densities as specified by Equation (5) to match the pressures expressed along the bottom axis of the plot. Plotting the temperature profiles in terms of m, we can think of the umbral model simply as a cooled version of the quiet model, one in which a prescribed amount of heat, Δhdm, has been extracted from each differential layer, dm, while maintaining the ambient pressure, p. This heat extraction brings about a temperature deficit, ΔT , that is simply the difference between the two curves plotted in Figure 6 . This temperature deficit is represented by a smooth, analytic fit in the solid blue curve plotted in Figure 7 . Under the approximation of GHSE, all other thermal parameters of the umbral model can be derived from this temperature deficit, given a full specification of the same for the quiet Sun, also under GHSE.
The cooling of the medium represented by Figure 7 brings about a Wilson depression, in that the thickness, dz, of each layer, dm, collapses along the center axis to an increased density, ρ, unencumbered by Lorentz forces, as heat is withdrawn. This Wilson depression is mainly responsible for the separation between the vertical green and blue vertical lines marking the quiet and umbral photospheres in Figure 5 .
It should be understood that the physical depression of the umbral medium does not contribute to the separation between the quiet and umbral photospheres as represented in terms of column mass density, m, in Figures 6 and 7. That the umbra becomes opaque at a greater m is a result only of a lower opacity of the cooler gas.
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Some facsimile of the physical Wilson depression is represented by the green and blue horizontal number lines in the lower part of Figure 7 connected by skewed fiducials drawn to indicate the values of m in the quiet and umbral models to be identified with the attached depths, z. We will develop a more direct representation of this in Section 3.3.
The thermal deficit plotted in Figure 7 can be, somewhat arbitrarily, discriminated into three significant components.
1. An outer-atmospheric anomaly. This encompasses the familiar cooled photosphere directly seen in sunspot umbrae in which m is of order 6 g cm −2 or less. The photospheres of the quiet Sun and umbra are represented by column mass densities to the left of the green and blue vertical lines, respectively, in Figure 7 .
2. An underlying but still "shallow component" extending from the base of the photospheric anomaly to a depth of ∼600 km, where m ∼ 30 g cm −2 . This encompasses the region of maximum temperature deficit, ΔT . The profile Figure 7 . Thermal anomaly of the LRRMC-25 umbra is represented by solid curves in terms of its temperature deficit, ΔT , with respect to that of the quiet Sun at the same column mass density, m. The vertical blue and green lines mark the bases of the photospheres of the umbra and quiet Sun, respectively. In the thermal deficit, we recognize a "shallow component" (solid red curve) and a "deep component" (solid brown curve). The column mass densities, m, to be identified with a selection of depths, z, in the quiet Sun and sunspot umbra are indicated by skewed fiducials connecting number lines labeled "Quiet" (green) and "Umbra" (blue) beneath the temperature-deficit profile. Blue, red, and brown dashed curves in the top plot represent temperature-deficit profiles of composite, shallow, and deep components, respectively, of an empirical model, GHSE-07, described in Section 4.2, fashioned to fit the helioseismic observations plotted in For simplicity, we make LRRMC-25 devoid of any anomaly beneath a depth of 4.2 Mm. This differs significantly from the simulations in which the thermal anomaly beneath 4.2 Mm, while nearly microscopic in a graphic presentation such as in Figure 7 , and in its effect on seismic signatures, is significant in terms of force balance. We will elaborate on this in Section 5.4. At this point, our discrimination of ΔT in terms of a shallow and a deep component has been somewhat arbitrary. We do not yet understand the significance of these components in terms of the physical mechanisms that determine energy transport. Both the shallow and deep temperature deficits can be understood as signatures of the energy radiated by the sunspot umbra over the term of the simulations. In terms of temperature, the deep component is represented in Figure 7 by a relatively small deficit, but this is infused into a gas that is many times more massive than the shallow component, with many times the heat capacity. While the deep component can contribute relatively little to the acoustic signature, it represents the overwhelming preponderance of the energy that has been radiated by the sunspot umbra. Figure 8 shows a plot of the distribution in the enthalpy deficit, ρ QS Δh, of the umbral medium for LRRMC-25 (solid blue curve). Here, Δh represents the difference in enthalpy per gram between the quiet and umbral media in the respective layers at which the column mass density is m, ρ QS represents the density of that layer in the quiet Sun, and z QS represents the depth of the same. The solid red curve shows the same for a GHSE model that includes only the shallow component of the temperature deficit plotted in Figure 7 . The solid brown curve plots the difference between the solid blue and solid red curves. We will consider the significance of this and related aspects of the deep component further in Section 5.4.
The Wilson Depression
Braun & Lindsey (2000), Lindsey & Braun (2005a , 2005b , and other studies have characterized certain aspects of activeregion acoustics in terms of an "acoustic Wilson depression" as a simple model of active-region acoustics. The acoustic consequences of a physical depression of the medium depend critically on the detailed thermal structure of the depressed medium. A realistic appraisal of the role of a physical depression of the medium in active-region acoustics requires an extension of our concept of the Wilson depression significantly beyond that which we have understood since Wilson (1769) . The extension we now propose to introduce recognizes vertical depressions, ζ , in surfaces of constant column mass density, m, in place of the single surface of unity optical depth, τ R = 1, which determines what we see visually from some perspective. This recognizes that it is the physical depression of the medium that affects its response to acoustic waves, rather than the appearance of the medium to a distant observer by its electromagnetic spectrum. For this study, we will reference ζ to the depth, z, in the quiet Sun at which the column mass density is m. More specifically, let z q (m) and z u (m) be the depths in the quiet medium and the umbral medium, respectively, at which the column mass density is m. We then define the "depth-dependent Wilson depression,"
The depth-dependent Wilson depression for LRRMC-25 is plotted in Figure 9 . From this it can be seen that ζ (z) decreases rapidly with increasing depth, z. This quality of the Wilson depression will be useful in Section 4.1 for understanding the spectra of the helioseismic signatures of active regions, including that of the center-umbral anomaly. Figure 10 shows the sound speeds as functions of depth.
ACOUSTIC SIMULATION APPLIED TO THE MODEL

Travel-time Signatures of LRRMC-25
6 The solid green curve shows the sound-speed profile of the quiet 6 Sound speeds usually decrease with decreasing temperature. Umbral photospheres are a significant exception. The slight increase in sound speed approaching the top of the umbral photospheres, even while the temperatures gradually decrease, is a result of the dissociation of molecular hydrogen with a rapidly decreasing photospheric pressure. Sun; the solid blue curve shows the same for the LRRMC-25 model. We now apply one-dimensional acoustic simulations described by Cally (2009) to the quiet and umbral models whose thermal profiles are plotted in Figure 7 . In this the equations of linear acoustic motion are solved with boundary conditions representing incoming waves vertically incident from the bottom boundary at user-specified angular frequency, ω = 2πν, with an efficiently absorbing top boundary in the low chromosphere of the medium. In this application the medium is devoid of magnetic flux, both in the quiet Sun and umbra. The simulations are run for both quiet and umbral media of the LRRMC-25 model for frequencies, ν, in the range 1.5-5.5 mHz. The phases, φ q (ω) and φ u (ω), of the respective signatures are sampled at m = 0.45 g cm −2 in both the quiet Sun and umbra to represent the effective height of formation of the line Ni i λ6768. The resulting travel-time deficits,
are plotted in Figure 11 , the solid curve showing Δτ for LRRMC-25. The data points show statistics of travel times derived from the ingression control-correlation phase, samples of which are shown in Figures 2 and 3 in Section 2. Figure 11 shows that LRRMC-25 is consistent with the helioseismic control correlations in the sense that both show travel-time spectra that increase strongly with increasing frequency. However, the travel times derived from the acoustic simulations applied to LRRMC-25 are greater than those prescribed by the control correlations, by a factor of about 2. Figure 7 . The dashed blue curve shows Δτ determined likewise for the GHSE-07 model, represented by the dashed blue curve in Figure 7 . The solid and dashed brown curves show the real part, Δτ r , of the travel-time deficits estimated by the ray approximation as described by Equations (9)- (11) 
A Model That Fits the Helioseismic Observations
Given the strong increase in the helioseismic signatures of both the helioseismic travel-time measurements and those of LRRMC-25, it is a relatively straightforward to revise LRRMC-25 to fit the helioseismic observations plotted in Figure 11 . The observations suggest a somewhat sigmoid-shaped travel-time spectrum that first rises from an essentially null value at 2 mHz to roughly 30 s at 4 mHz. At this point, the spectrum must diminish in slope to arrive at a value of 35 s at 5 mHz. In principle, an appropriate adjustment of the shallow and deep components gives us some flexibility in devising a thermal deficit that will fit a sigmoid. The deep component tends to contribute a travel-time perturbation that extends to lower frequencies than the shallow component, but has a greater downward curvature between 3 and 4 mHz, hence a reduced 4-5 mHz slope.
However, helioseismic signatures are only weakly sensitive to the deep component. The complete removal of the deep component of LRRMC-25 reduces the 4 mHz travel-time deficit by only ∼5 s, less than either the variation between different sunspots or the systematic uncertainties incumbent in adiabatic acoustics. This leads us to consider other factors besides the helioseismic signatures by themselves to probe the deep component. The results of this analysis will be a model named "GHSE-07," the prefix "GHSE" signifying that this model is formulated in Gravitational-HydroStatic Equilibrium. Like LRRMC-25, GHSE-07 consists of shallow and deep components. The temperature profiles of these are represented by the dashed curves in Figure 7 . We began GHSE-07 by replacing the umbral photosphere of LRRMC-25 with one approximating that of Maltby et al. (1986) . This revision, reassuringly, made little difference in the travel-time spectrum, ∼2 s at 4-6 mHz and less beneath 4 mHz. Further details of the modeling process are described in Section 5.
Plots of the enthalpy-deficit distribution, depth-dependent Wilson depression, and sound speed appear as dashed curves in Figures 8-10 , respectively, with colors the same as their counterparts in LRRMC-25. The travel-time-deficit spectrum is plotted as a dashed blue curve in Figure 11 . In this case, care was taken to fit the 4 and 5 mHz helioseismic signatures at some expense to the measurement at 3 mHz, for which the variation between different sunspots was somewhat larger. We defer pursuit of a tighter 3 mHz fit to a later study that addresses outstanding issues of uncertainty summarized in Section 5.6.
DISCUSSION
In acoustic terms, LRRMC-25 and GHSE-07 represent anomalies that are relatively superficial, in that the medium beneath ∼4 Mm contributes negligibly to the seismic signatures of the umbral anomaly for low-degree p-modes impinging into the umbra from below. We will briefly summarize the major considerations that bear on this aspect of sunspot modeling based on helioseismic signatures in light of the travel-time spectra plotted in Figure 11 .
Indications of a Relatively Superficial Anomaly.
The sharp decrease in the travel-time deficit, Δτ , at low frequencies shown by the helioseismic observations strongly suggests a relatively superficial anomaly. Braun & Birch (2006) emphasized this general attribute of the spectra of the seismic signatures of magnetic regions, noting that a sound-speed enhancement that extends to a great depth should influence travel times across the spectrum in the ray approximation. A rough outline of our understanding of the strong dependence of Δτ on frequency, ν, can be stated in terms of (1) a depth-dependent Wilson depression, ζ (z), such as represented in Figure 9 and (2) low-frequency waves (e.g. ν ∼ 2 mHz) in the quiet Sun being effectively reflected at a greater depth, z ν , beneath the photosphere than high-frequency waves (ν ∼ 5 mHz). To illustrate this, Δτ (ν) due to the Wilson depression alone can be roughly approximated by
where c is the sound speed and z ν is the effective depth in the quiet Sun at which the reflection occurs for waves of frequency ν. Because ζ (z) decreases rapidly with increasing z, with c simultaneously increasing, and z ν in turn increases with decreasing ν, Δτ (ν) must decrease considerably with decreasing ν. A more accurate representation of the foregoing influences short of detailed wave mechanics is accomplished by applying the ray approximation comparatively to the quiet Sun and umbra with dispersion included, bearing in mind that the frequency dependence of the depth at which the wave is reflected is a feature of the dispersion relation and the depth dependence of the acoustic cutoff frequency, ω ac (Christensen-Dalsgaard 2002) . This form of the ray approximation also includes an account of how dispersion affects phase speeds well below the depth at which the wave is reflected. We express the phase travel time in the ray approximation by
with z(ref) some reference depth beneath the anomaly from which both quiet and umbral travel times are measured, and z(obs) the effective depth in the photosphere (negative in practice) sampled by the seismic observations. The dispersion relation for vertically propagating waves specifies that (Christensen-Dalsgaard 2002) , where the acoustic cutoff frequency is taken to be
Given τ r for both the quiet Sun and the umbra, we let Δτ r signify the travel-time difference between them, in direct analogy to Equation (7). Because the contents of the square root in Equation (10) can be negative, τ r can be complex, and Δτ r likewise. The real parts of Δτ r for LRRMC-25 and GHSE-07 are represented by solid and dashed red curves, respectively, in Figure 11 . The differences between the wave-mechanical computations and the ray approximation are considerable. However, the latter unequivocably reproduces the sharp decrease in phase travel time with decreasing frequency shown by the wave-mechanical simulations. It is evident, then, that detailed wave mechanics brings to bear effects that depart significantly from the ray approximation. However, the relationship between the travel-time spectrum of a superficial anomaly and a strongly depth-dependent Wilson depression is fundamental, and directly evident in the ray approximation when dispersion is included.
Umbral Cooling Reduces Rather Than Lengthens Travel Times
Because cooling of a medium tends to reduce the sound speed, c, it is easy to expect the travel time directly upward from beneath a sunspot into the center of the umbral photosphere to be greater than the same path into the quiet photosphere. In fact, the opposite is generally the case, even in the absence of a magnetic field. The acoustic simulations do indeed generally prescribe a reduced travel time, τ , into the umbral photosphere in spite of a reduced sound speed, c, in the cooled gas. This is because the effect of the reduction in c is more than offset by the Wilson depression, which reduces the thickness of the medium through which the sound must travel to reach the photosphere.
To illustrate this, we express the ray approximation without dispersion, i.e., acoustics in the limit of high frequencies, for simplicity. In this context, the travel time for vertical propagation from some arbitrary reference depth, z (ref) , to the effective photospheric depth, z(obs), sampled by the helioseismic observations is
To include an account for the Wilson depression in the ray approximation, it can be useful to apply the relation dz = dm/ρ to express the right side of Equation (12) as an integral over m:
To see how the Wilson depression more than counteracts the effect of the reduced sound speed is relatively easy in the case of an ideal gas stratified by uniform gravity, g, if we can characterize ideality by Boyle's law:
where μ is the mean molecular mass, supposed constant for simplicity, and we have utilized Equation (5) to secure the second equality. We characterize the ideal gas acoustically by a sound speed,
Thus, Equation (12) becomes
By this it is evident that the combined effect of a reduced temperature, T, in any layer, dm, on both c and dz is a reduction of the travel time through the layer in proportion to T 1/2 rather than the increase in proportion to T −1/2 to which Equation (12) leads if the reduced thickness, dz, of the layer; i.e., the Wilson depression, is neglected.
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The foregoing explanation of decreased travel times as a result of cooling rests on a significantly simplified representation of the solar medium. However, more realistic estimates based on the ray approximation lead to a similar result, as shown by the dashed curves in Figure 11 , and confirm the reduced travel times, as do the wave-mechanical simulations expressed by the solid curves. The effect of the Wilson depression in reducing the travel time significantly outweighs that of the reduced sound speed in lengthening it. If an account for the shortening of the travel time due to the existence of a Wilson depression is not included in the acoustics, then the inevitable result will be increased travel times through the cooled umbral medium where helioseismic signatures show decreased travel times.
Control Considerations Bearing on Differences Between LRRMC-25 and GHSE-07
As noted in Section 3.2, both the shallow and deep temperature deficits can be understood as signatures of the energy radiated by the sunspot umbra over the term of the simulations. Most of the resulting deficit is seen to accumulate in the deep component. Integrating the LRRMC-25 enthalpy deficit plotted in Figure 8 gives an umbral energy deficit of 2.7 × 10 15 erg cm −2 . Dividing this by the 25.2 hr age of the simulation represented by LRRMC-25, this gives an energy-loss rate of ∼3 × 10 10 erg cm −2 −1 . For comparison, the LRRMC-25 has a radiative flux of ∼2 × 10 10 erg cm −2 s −1 . About half of the difference between the foregoing two values can be attributed to a 25% greater umbral area at the photosphere than in the deep component, supposing that the magnetoconvective energy flux tends to follow magnetic streamlines, which diverge toward the surface.
We note that the mean umbral radiative flux in the LRRMC simulation is ∼32% of the radiative flux from the quiet Sun. From Maltby et al. (1986) , J. M. Fontenla (2010, private communication) derives a considerably smaller value, 19% of the quiet-Sun radiative flux. This would account for about half of the difference between the enthalpy deficits in LRRMC-25 and GHSE-07. It should also be noted that the LRRMC simulations are conducive to a much greater enthalpy deficit early in the formation of the sunspot, because of the simulations' beginning with a relatively strong magnetic flux tube, one with β of order 10 2 beneath 4 Mm. A sunspot forming from a more realistic, primordial flux tube, i.e., with primordial entropy and β of order 10 4 , would commence with a volume above 4 Mm several times that in the fully formed sunspot. Considerable cooling in addition to that represented by the enthalpy-deficit profile plotted in Figure 8 would be required to collapse this part of the flux tube to the volume of a fully formed sunspot.
It should be noted that the sunspots represented by the helioseismic observations were several times as old as the simulations represented by LRRMC-25. This brings us to the question of how the sunspots dispose of an enthalpy deficit considerably more than a day old. This would very likely have to involve energy transport significantly beneath 4.2 Mm in depth. This aspect of magnetoconvection is beyond the practical scope of this study but remains as an obvious outstanding issue.
We finally note the ∼700 km Wilson depression in the LRRMC-25 model as opposed to ∼400 km for the GHSE-07 model. 8 Observational estimates of Wilson depressions, based on parallax utilizing solar rotation, vary widely (Watson et al. 2009 ), frequently exceeding 1000 km. This appears to be largely inherent in uncertainties due to evolution of sunspots during disk passage. The point to be made here is that accurately known Wilson depressions prospectively offer a very welcome control resource in helioseismic diagnostics of sunspots. A considerable side benefit of a high-resolution helioseismometer in a heliocentric orbit out of the ecliptic plane, such as being considered for Solar Orbiter and Solar C, would be high precision, essentially instantaneous parallax measurements of Wilson depressions focused on umbral features such as umbral dots.
Dynamics of the Deep Component
The modeling effort undertaken in this study is based largely on the premise that the primary contributor to the seismic signature in the centers of axisymmetric sunspots is a thermal anomaly formed by cooling of the umbral subphotosphere. The travel-time spectrum that characterizes this cooling depends heavily on how this cooling is distributed in depth. Cooling dispensed into the relatively shallow subphotosphere has a relatively large effect on the seismic signature. However, if it is to be commensurate with photospheric models consistent with sunspot radiometry (Maltby et al. 1986) , the shallow component is insufficient to bring about the pressure deficits necessary to collapse the sunspot to observed areas and field strengths. A much greater cooling deeper beneath the photosphere is required for this. However, because the deep component of the temperature deficit is smaller than the shallow component and in a region in which the temperature in the quiet Sun is higher, its contribution to the acoustic signature is relatively weak. The deeper a given enthalpy deficit is submerged, the smaller its contribution to the acoustic signature.
For a more formal statement of the relationship between umbral cooling and the forces that hold the sunspot together, we consider the negative buoyancy, F b , of a volume, V, of thermally perturbed gas. In terms of the resulting deviation of its density, ρ,
where ρ 0 represents the density in a volume similarly distributed in depth of an unperturbed gas in GHSE. For a differential variation, ΔT , in temperature in the volume element d 3 r and corresponding investment, dH , in enthalpy, this negative buoyancy can be expressed as
where
is the local isobaric expansion coefficient of the gas, c p is its heat capacity (per unit mass), and dM = ρd 3 r is the mass of the element d 3 r into which the differential enthalpy, dH , is infused. Where one-dimensional models are the subject, it is useful to express the negative buoyancy of a horizontally uniform column of gas in a depth interval, (z 1 , z 2 ), divided by its cross-section area, A, which has units of pressure; hence,
From this and Equation (5), expressing the gas pressure as an integral of gρ over depth, it follows directly that
where Δp(z) ≡ p 0 (z) − p(z) expresses difference between the pressure outside of the column at depth z and the pressure within it. In the case of a cooled volume, F b is downward; equivalently, Δp b is positive; i.e., the gas pressure of the ambient medium at the top of the cooled column is higher than within the column. The negative buoyancy of a sunspot umbra presses the umbral photosphere downward, bringing about a pressure deficit between the uncooled medium and the cooled medium at the same depth. This pressure deficit draws the magnetic flux tube horizontally inward, compressing it to an increased field strength. Figure 12 shows plots of Δp, between the umbra and the quiet Sun for the LRRMC-25 and GHSE-07 models with and without the deep anomaly. In Section 3.2, we mentioned that LRRMC-25 assumes that the thermal deficit beneath the bottom of the deep component, at ∼4.2 Mm, is null. Below this depth, we suppose that both LRRMC-25 and GHSE-07 revert to a primordial flux tube in which β is 10 4 beneath the significant thermal anomaly. For both of these models, we suppose that it is primarily the pressure deficit, Δp, manifested by the deep component, as plotted in Figure 12 , that holds the sunspot together.
For this study, we have fashioned a deep component for the GHSE-07 model so that the horizontal pressure difference between quiet Sun and umbra at the umbral photosphere, Wilson depressed to a depth of ∼400 km, is 2.5 × 10 5 dyne cm −2 . If the umbral pressure is to be complemented by a magnetic pressure of B 2 /(8π ), this would be accomplished by an umbral photospheric magnetic field of 2500 G, generally characteristic of the center-umbra magnetic inductions of the ARs 9902 and 9905 as mapped by SOHO/MDI (see the bottom row of Figure 2) . 9 This, then, is the basis for the deep component shown 9 The approximation that the umbral pressure deficit is complemented by B 2 /(8π ) neglects magnetic tension forces, (B · ∇)B/(4π ). These, integrated horizontally from the center of the umbra to the quiet Sun, happen, somewhat by accident, to be quite small in the shallow subphotosphere of the LRRMC-25 simulation. Beneath ∼2.5 Mm, magnetic tension forces are dominant and cannot be neglected. Figure 12 . Pressure difference at the same depth between the quiet Sun and the umbra for the LRRMC-25 and GHSE-07 models. Solid curves represent LRRMC-25, with dashed curves representing GHSE-07. The blue curves show the pressure difference corresponding to the temperature deficit represented by blue curves in Figure 7 . The red curve shows the same for a GHSE model in which the deep anomaly has been removed, i.e., the GHSE atmospheres corresponding to the red curves in Figure 7 . Brown curve expresses the difference between the two. In the LRRMC-25 and GHSE-07 models, the medium beneath z = 4.2 Mm in the simulations is replaced by the contents of a magnetic flux tube whose entropy is that of the quiet Sun and whose β (see Equation ( by the dashed curve in Figure 7 and its analogs in Figures 8 and  12 .
Is the Showerglass Approximation Realistic?
The showerglass approximation is appropriate for acoustically superficial anomalies, i.e., those whose resolvable horizontal scales are large compared to a wavelength. This applies to the LRRMC-25 and GHSE-07 models in that the magnetic medium interacts only weakly with acoustic waves beneath ∼4 Mm. The same is true of the models of Schüssler & Rempel (2005) , based on simpler computations. However, there are significant exceptions, based on helioseismic inversions. If helioseismic signatures are the only data on which a sunspot model is to be based, then a decreased travel time from deep within the solar interior can be accomplished without a Wilson depression, by prescribing a model with an increased sound speed extending some distance beneath the photosphere. An example of such a model is that of Kosovichev et al. (2000) . This model includes a cool umbral layer extending to ∼3 Mm beneath the photosphere, beneath which lies a column of supposedly heated gas with sound-speed enhancements, δc, of order 1 km s −1 extending to depths of 8-10 Mm. Under specifications such as these, acoustic modeling under the showerglass approximation is inadequate, even for low-l acoustics. Thus, while GHSE-07 agrees well with the control-correlation measurements described in Section 2, it represents only a single species in an extended, unexplored manifold that includes non-showerglass and composite models with significant non-showerglass components.
From a diagnostic point of view, there is significant justification in an expectation that a deeply submerged anomaly should manifest a seismic signature at 1-2 mHz comparable to that at 5-6 mHz. The onus on models that would grossly violate the showerglass approximation, then, remains the essential point made by Braun & Birch (2006) : how a deep anomaly would avoid a significant 1-2 mHz control-correlation signature even if the showerglass approximation were ineligible for its quantitative interpretation.
However, aside from issues of seismic diagnostics, we question whether it is even possible to specify a deep thermal enhancement that can manifest a travel-time deficit consistent with the control correlations while maintaining the physical integrity of a sunspot. For a rough estimate of the buoyancy in such a medium as prescribed by Kosovichev et al. (2000) in the 4-6 Mm depth range, we consider a fractional sound-speed enhancement, δc/c, of 4% in this range, noting that this is 1 km s −1 at depth 6 Mm. After Equation (15), we estimate a temperature enhancement, δT /T , of 2δc/c ∼ 8%. For the buoyancy, p b , then, we suppose that this is roughly 8% of the pressure at 6 Mm, i.e., 6 × 10 7 dyne cm −2 . This is more than 30 times the negative buoyancy of the deep component of LRRMC-25, but positive in sign, i.e., upward. Magnetic stabilization of the resulting pressure difference would require field strengths of order 40 kG. Of significant concern, because its buoyancy would be positive and the pressure difference accordingly negative, containment of the column would require a field surrounding it rather than infusing it. Even given the resources to contrive such a field, and to keep the flux of which it were composed hidden, actual stability would remain a major issue.
Sources of Uncertainty
The simulations we have used to represent acoustics in sunspot umbrae and the quiet Sun are open to two significant systematic errors of which we are aware:
1. One-dimensional acoustics are an approximation. They are exact only for horizontally invariant sunspots of infinite radius, which are never the reality. Control computations that compare seismic signatures in the centers of two-and three-dimensional sunspots with the signatures in the onedimensional computations can give us a good estimate of systematic errors introduced by the one-dimensional approximation. 2. Acoustic simulations such as those described by Cally (2009) have benefited heavily from the simplifying assumption that acoustic compression is adiabatic. This is very accurate more than a few hundred km beneath the photosphere. However, at ∼400 km beneath the photosphere and above, thermal relaxation due to radiative exchanges is certain to have a significant effect on helioseismic signatures in the photospheres of both the quiet Sun and active regions. If umbral and quiet photospheres were identical, the comparative impact of an unaccounted for radiative relaxation could be minimized where the diagnostic object is the acoustic anomaly beneath the umbral photosphere. However, the radiative environments of sunspot umbrae are so different from that of the quiet Sun that this cannot very well be expected. Acoustics that take a realistic account of radiative transfer in the shallow subphotosphere, photosphere, and a realistic chromosphere, both in active regions and the quiet Sun are fundamental, in terms of control, to helioseismic modeling of active regions.
SUMMARY
In this study, we have developed ingression controlcorrelation maps of sunspots as a means of modeling their subphotospheres. In particular, we have applied these diagnostics to the centers of nearly circular sunspots as a resource for discriminating the "thermal anomaly" from the "magnetic anomaly" in umbral subphotopsheres. We have compared travel-time spectra derived from the control correlations with acoustic simulations in the "showerglass approximation," applied to plane-parallel models of thermal anomalies fashioned to represent sunspot umbrae.
The umbral models we have developed are expressed in terms of cooling of a column of gas from nominal quiet Sun to umbral conditions, introducing a temperature deficit and a collapse in height, manifesting a Wilson depression that is progressive with increasing height in the upper 2-4 Mm beneath the quiet photosphere. Magnetic forces are assumed null along the center axis of the sunspot. Under this interpretation, the helioseismic signature is primarily the result of a shortening of travel times due to the Wilson depression in the upper 1-2 Mm beneath the quiet photosphere. Because the depression diminishes rapidly with increasing depth, low-frequency (2-3 mHz) waves tend to reflect beneath most of the thermal anomaly and are therefore much less sensitive to it than high-frequency (4-5 mHz) waves. This explains a sharp decrease in seismic travel-time deficit at lower acoustic frequencies.
A reduced sound speed contributes to the helioseismic signature, making travel times upward through the medium longer than they would be if the sound speed were the same at equivalent depths outside of magnetic regions. However, the effect of the Wilson depression surpasses that of the reduced sound speed resulting in a reduced travel time.
Showerglass acoustic simulations applied to models based on the LRRMC simulations fit the shape of control-correlation travel-time spectra well. However, after the sunspot has evolved for more than a few hours, the travel times derived from the simulations exceed those derived from the control correlations. The LRRMC-25 simulation has a photospheric Wilson depression of ∼700 km. Models with similarly distributed, but weaker, thermal deficits are easily devised to fit the travel-time spectra quantitatively, with the possible exception of the 2.5-3.5 mHz interval. These models have photospheric Wilson depressions of ∼400 km. The large travel-time deficits and Wilson depressions we find for models based on the LRRMC simulations may be partly a result of a greater radiative flux from the umbra than found in some observations compensated for scattered light.
In devising an umbral model based on cooling, how the cooling is distributed is critical. Cooling of the relatively shallow, 1-2 Mm, subphotosphere has a far greater effect on the seismic signature than the same cooling applied below 2 Mm. Both in the simulations of Rempel et al. (2009a Rempel et al. ( , 2009b , as in the LRRMC simulations, the major fraction of the cooling is beneath 2 Mm, where its effect on the helioseismic signature is minimal. However, its downward buoyancy is far greater than that of the shallow umbra. It appears to be mostly the downward buoyancy of the relatively deep component that brings about the pressure deficits that hold the sunspot together, maintaining the large magnetic fields observed in the umbral photosphere. This suggests that modeling of the relatively deep thermal anomaly can be significantly improved by a better understanding of how the deep component affects the surface magnetic configuration. This is one of the major benefits to be expected both from the Helioseismic Magnetic Imager (HMI) on the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) and from the Solar Optical Telescope on the Hinode spacecraft.
Further control improvements can be secured by improved measurements of umbral Wilson depressions. A major additional benefit of a helioseismometer aboard an out-of-theecliptic spacecraft would be highly accurate stereo measurements of Wilson depressions focused on umbral dots.
The showerglass approximation is not applicable to models such as the helioseismic inversions of Kosovichev et al. (2000) in which the helioseismic signature is mostly the result of deeply submerged anomalies. However, we question the stability of a deeply submerged thermal anomaly sufficient to explain reduced travel times in lieu of those attributable to a Wilson depression.
The computational algorithms used in this study are onedimensional and assume adiabatic acoustics throughout the outer atmosphere, both in the sunspot umbra and the quiet Sun as in the deep interior. In reality, thermal relaxation due to radiative transfer is important in the outer atmosphere and a few hundred km beneath it. Modeling of sunspots based on helioseismic signatures can therefore be significantly improved by acoustics that take a more realistic account of radiative transfer in the outer atmosphere and shallow subphotosphere. An account for the effect of heated chromospheres is also needed. Moreover, three-dimensional simulations are needed to evaluate the accuracy of the showerglass approximation. Finally, the understanding to be gained from the continued development of radiative-magnetoconvective simulations such as those being developed by Rempel et al. (2009a Rempel et al. ( , 2009b ) is crucial for the development of realistic models of active regions based on helioseismic diagnostics.
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